Arsenic and phosphorus are group 15 elements with similar chemical properties. Is it possible that arsenate could replace phosphate in some of the chemicals that are required for life? Phosphate esters are ubiquitous in biomolecules and are essential for life, from the sugar phosphates of intermediary metabolism to ATP to phospholipids to the phosphate backbone of DNA and RNA. Some enzymes that form phosphate esters catalyze the formation of arsenate esters. Arsenate esters hydrolyze very rapidly in aqueous solution, which makes it improbable that phosphorous could be completely replaced with arsenic to support life. Studies of bacterial growth at high arsenic:phosphorus ratios demonstrate that relatively high arsenic concentrations can be tolerated, and that arsenic can become involved in vital functions in the cell, though likely much less efficiently than phosphorus. Recently Wolfe-Simon et al. [1] reported the isolation of a microorganism that they maintain uses arsenic in place of phosphorus for growth. Here, we examine and evaluate their data and conclusions.
''Our children will starve without arsenic'' wrote Joan Slonczewski, an award-winning science fiction writer and Yale-educated microbiologist. Her book Brain Plague [2] depicts the arsenic-contaminated world Prokaryon, where sentient microbes evolved not only to use but to require this normally toxic element. Recently Wolfe-Simon and coworkers [1] described the isolation of a microbe, GFAJ-1, from Mono Lake, CA, an environment that naturally contains high concentrations of arsenic. They assert that GFAJ-1 uses arsenic in place of phosphorus to sustain growth, a phenomenon reminiscent of the microbes described by Slonczewski. This study has generated significant commentary, often as anonymous electronic communications. In this essay, we will examine the data and the conclusions from that provocative publication. We emphasize that there are no additional outside data that substantiate or refute the findings in their study. Until their results are extended in their laboratory, or replicated in others, we can only analyze the available evidence from the perspective of the published literature.
Chemical considerations
First we will briefly review some background of the chemistry of arsenic and phosphorus as they relate to biology. Why does life on earth use primarily six elements: hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, and sulfur? Those six are among the most abundant and the lightest of elements, and they form strong chemical bonds with one another. Carbon in particular can form long chain polymers that are the building blocks of life. But these properties do not preclude the substitution of these elements with other less abundant elements in biological molecules, especially those lower in the same group of the periodic table. In general, elements in the same group have similar chemical properties, but their abundance varies inversely with their atomic number.
A rough analogy of the contrast between phosphorus and arsenic is the carbon-silicon dichotomy. Some algal diatoms use the group 14 element silicon instead of carbon for building exoskeletons [3] . So why is carbon, and not silicon, the backbone of most of the molecules of life? Could silicon substitute more widely for carbon? One reasonable explanation is the difference in bond lengths between carbon and silicon. Carbon-carbon single bonds are about 1.52 Å , while the siliconsilicon bond length is about 2.34 Å . Shorter bonds are stronger bonds, with bond length inversely related to bond strength and bond dissociation energy. This is why the silicon-silicon bond (230 kJ/mol) is weaker than the carboncarbon bond (356 kJ/mol), and why diamond, crystalline carbon with a Mohs hardness of 10, can scratch crystalline silicon, with a Mohs hardness of 7. To put it another way, longer bonds make for more brittle structures: picture the carbon-carbon polymer diamond, and the silicon dioxide polymer window glass. This does not mean that there could not be organisms where silicon replaces carbon, but those organisms would be more fragile.
A closer analogy is the sulfurselenium similarity. Although the group 16 element selenium is not universally used in biology in place of sulfur, it readily substitutes for sulfur in amino acids such as selenocysteine and selenomethionine in spite of its longer bond length and inherent lower stability. In fact, selenium is an essential trace element because some enzymes use selenocysteine in their active site [4] . So, would it be reasonable to suppose that the group 15 element arsenic could replace phosphorus in some of the chemicals required for life? In biology, phosphorus is found primarily in the stable þ5 oxidation state as phosphate and phosphate esters. The esters of pentavalent phosphorus are ubiquitous in biomolecules, from the sugar phosphates of intermediary metabolism to phospholipids to the phosphate backbone of DNA and RNA. Furthermore, the high energy phosphate ester bond of ATP is the foundation of cellular energy cycling. Arsenic, in contrast, has two biologically relevant oxidation states, þ3 and þ5, and it cycles between these states. Arsenite, its þ3 oxidation state, is quite reactive and toxic, forming strong bonds of metallic character with thiols in proteins and small molecules. The more oxidized form, the much less toxic arsenate, has chemical similarities with phosphate.
Arsenate is able to form esters that are similar to phosphate esters. However, these compounds are less stable -or to put it another way, more brittle -than the corresponding phosphate esters. This is at least in part a consequence of bond lengths: the P-O bond length in phosphates is about 1.5 Å [5] , while the As-O bond of arsenates is about 1.6-2 Å (the bond lengths vary in different compounds, but arsenic generally makes longer bonds than phosphorus) (Fig. 1) . Again, longer bonds are more easily broken, so arsenate esters hydrolyze more readily than phosphate esters. Another consideration is bond angles. The P-O bond angle is approximately 1178, while the As-O bond angle is about 1008 (again these can vary in different compounds, but the arsenic angles are generally less obtuse than the phosphorus angles). Although no force field parameters have been determined for arsenic, we attempted to model ''arsenic DNA''. In the Cambridge Structural Database, As-O distances and O-As-O angles vary from about 1.7 to 2.0 Å and 1008 to 1098, respectively. In the Molecular Modeling Database (MMDB), which is part of the Entrez system, there are a number of arsenate structures. For example, two protein structures with bound arsenate ligands are PDB IDs (protein data bank identifiers) 3ENZ and 1TA4, which have As-O bond lengths of 1.7 and 1.93 Å , respectively, and which both have average bond angles of 1098. Because the bond angles and distances vary in different arsenate salts and esters, we chose two sets of initial parameters, with As-O bond distances and O-As-O angles of 1.7 Å and 1098 ( Fig. 2A ) and 1.957 Å and 100.18 ( Fig. 2B) , and then energy minimized structures of a single-stranded 5-mer based on the crystal structure of B-DNA (PDB ID 1BNA). The resulting two models of ''arsenic DNAs'' provide a first approximation of what DNA would look like if all of the phosphate was substituted with arsenate. Comparison of the normal phosphate 5-mer with either arsenate structural models shows small but clear differences in the orientation and location of the bases. It is difficult to predict from this modeling how the changes would affect WatsonCrick DNA base pairing or base stacking, but even small differences could represent a challenge for the enzymes of replication or transcription. In the eons of time since the origin of life on earth, enzymes might have adapted to these constraints, but would they be able to switch back and forth between phosphate DNA and arsenate DNA? Even if the overall structure of DNA or RNA with arsenate substituting for phosphate were compatible with biological function, the instability of the arsenate esters that form the backbone of the nucleic acids would most likely present an insurmountable obstacle to formation of an arsenate backbone in DNA or RNA.
The lability of ATP, the currency of bioenergetics, with one, two, or three arsenates in place of phosphate is also a serious issue of concern. The short half-life of ADP-arsenate, which spontaneously hydrolyzes about 100,000-fold faster than ATP, is the primary source of the uncoupling action of arsenate in oxidative phosphorylation [6] . For AMP-diarsenate or adenosine triarsenate this issue is likely to be even more dire -to our knowledge these compounds have never been synthesized, probably because they are too labile to exist long enough to identify. Another point often overlooked is that arsenate is readily reduced to arsenite in the cytosol of cells, potentially adding to the instability of arsenylated compounds.
Biological considerations
Next we will briefly review some biological and biochemical aspects of arsenic and phosphorus. Since life can adapt to unusual chemistries, it is important to examine whether and how organisms have adapted to the presence of arsenic. Arsenic has never been shown to be required for any essential biological process. Unlike essential metals, arsenic does not serve a structural or catalytic role for any enzyme except for a few involved in arsenic detoxification (for reviews see [7, 8] ). However, this section will illustrate several very important points: (i) extant enzymes do use arsenic, in some cases adventitiously in lieu of phosphate, and in other cases because pathways arose to cope with arsenic; (ii) arsenic can be used biologically as a source of energy; and (iii) arsenic can be incorporated into stable biomolecules.
Arsenic tolerance
As a result of the environmental ubiquity of arsenic, nearly every organism has evolved mechanisms to detoxify it [7] . Microbes in particular have a number of transporters and enzymes specific for arsenic (or the chemically related metalloid antimony) that facilitate cellular efflux, conferring arsenic tolerance [9] , or transform arsenic into less toxic species [10, 11] . Thus, enzymes and transporters have evolved to recognize arsenic and catalyze reactions using it.
Arsenic as a source of energy
Not all enzyme systems that have arsenate as a substrate are for detoxification. Microbes have evolved enzymes to use arsenate as fuel (see reviews [12] [13] [14] ). Arsenate is electrochemically positive, with an oxidation-reduction potential of þ139 mV, which makes it useful as a terminal electron acceptor for dissimilatory respiratory chains in anaerobic organisms. By way of reference, the phosphate reduction potential is À690 mV, which is quite low and normally not considered to be a routine microbial electron acceptor, though phosphine gas evolution from sewage has been documented [15] . Ahmann et al. were the first to demonstrate that a microorganism can anaerobically respire arsenate and use it to produce ATP [16] . The ArrAB enzyme that catalyzes dissimilatory arsenate reduction is a heterodimer belonging to the dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) reductase family of mononuclear molybdenum enzymes, but has evolved an active site that provides specificity for arsenate. Numerous microbes belonging to the low G þ C Gram positives, and the b-, g-, and eproteobacteria phyla have been isolated and shown to utilize arsenate for anaerobic respiration, using acetate, lactate, pyruvate, glycerol, ethanol, or hydrogen as electron donors.
Microbes also have evolved the ability to carry out the reverse reaction, arsenite oxidation, perhaps as a defense Figure 2 . Molecular modeling of arsenate DNA. The structure of a B-DNA dodecamer (PDB id:1BNA) was used for constructing molecular models. The final model was subject to energy minimization using CHARMM [55] . Initial energy minimization was done with a steep descent algorithm (100 steps) and followed by an adopted basis Newton-Raphson method (1,000 steps). To construct models with arsenate replacing phosphate, the phosphorus atoms in 1BNA were modified to arsenic atoms. Similar changes were incorporated into the CHARMM toplogy and parameter file. In the CHARMM nucleic acid parameter file, the initial O-As distances and O-P-O angles were modified to either (A) 1.7 Å and 109.08 or (B) 1.957 Å and 100.18. Energy minimization was carried out as described above. Other parameters such as torsion angles and force fields were not modified for these examples. A single strand with five repeating nucleotide units (5 0 -CGCGA-3') is shown for both phosphate-(orange sphere) or arsenate-(purple sphere) containing molecules. The phosphate and arsenate models were superimposed to illustrate the difference between the two 5-mers, which are anchored by the adenine base at the 3 0 end (left).
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C-As compounds
Even though C-As bonds (1.98 Å ) are longer and have lower hydrolysis energy (264 kJ/mol) than C-P bonds (1.84 Å and 200 kJ/mol), both are quite robust. The enzymology of phosphonate hydrolysis is complex because of the difficulty of breaking the C-P bond [26] . Similarly, biomolecules with CAs bonds are quite stable [27] and easily isolated ( Fig. 3 ) (see [28] [29] [30] for reviews of arsenic compounds found in nature). Arsenate predominates in oxygenated marine environments, and the majority of compounds with C-As bonds have been identified in marine organisms. Arsenic methylation is the most likely entry point into biosynthesis of more complicated compounds. Inside of cells arsenate is reduced to arsenite, which then undergoes an alternating series of oxidative methylations followed by reductions to form trimethylarsine gas, as proposed by Challenger [31] . These reactions are catalyzed by the enzyme As(III) S-adenosylmethionine methyltransferase (AS3MT or ArsM) [10, 11, 32] . The intermediate dimethylarsenate frequently builds up inside of cells and may be the substrate for incorporation into arsenobetaine and arsenolipids, which are common in marine animals. Biomethylation of arsenic has been suggested to play an important role in the global arsenic biogeocycle [10] . Arsenosugars are a major class of arsenic compounds found in marine algae, which probably synthesize them [33] . Arsenolipids are analogs of neutral phospholipids and are found in a number of marine organisms. Dembitsky and Levitsky offer a robust review of arsenolipid and arsenosugar occurrence and biosynthesis, illustrating many of the more than 100 naturally occurring As-containing lipids that have been isolated from fungi, plants, lichens, invertebrates, and fish [34] (Fig. 3 ).
Arsenic as a substitute for phosphate
The clearest example of arsenate substituting for phosphate is the adventitious entry of arsenate into most cells catalyzed by phosphate transporters. Transporters for phosphate and arsenate were first identified and characterized in Escherichia coli [35] . Like most bacteria studied to date, E. coli has two phosphate transporters: a low affinity, high velocity phosphate transporter (phosphate inorganic transport, Pit), which is also thought to be a Zn 2þ transporter [36] and a high affinity, lower velocity phosphate-specific transporter (phosphate-specific transport, Pst). Both will translocate phosphate across the cytoplasmic membrane, although, as their names suggest, the Pst transporter has a higher affinity for phosphate and lower affinity for arsenate [37, 38] . Nevertheless, arsenate is a competitive inhibitor of both transporters so that, when the ratio of arsenate to phosphate is !10, arsenate uptake is inevitable by either type of transporter [38, 39] . Thus, under the growth conditions described by Wolfe-Simon et al., where the arsenate to phosphate ratio in the medium was !10,000, arsenate would most likely be taken into cells of GFAJ-1 by phosphate transport systems [1] .
After arsenate enters the cell, there is wide agreement that enzymes of metabolism that use phosphate can also use arsenate in alkylation, acylation or phosphorylation reactions [34, 40, 41] . Notably, ADP-arsenate can be used as a substrate for hexokinase, which normally synthesizes glucose 6-phosphate, the first intermediate in glycolysis [6] . The glucose 6-arsenate formed by hexokinase could then be converted to glucose 1-arsenate by phosphoglucomutase, demonstrating that intermediary metabolism can form arsenylated compounds [42] . However, in that study the rate constant for spontaneous hydrolysis of glucose 6-arsenate was determined to be 4 Â 10 À4 seconds À1 , compared to 4 Â 10 À9 seconds À1 for glucose 6-phosphate. Thus, the arsenate ester spontaneously hydrolyzes 100,000-fold faster than the phosphate ester, and cells would effectively starve for lack of intermediates of metabolism. In oxidative phosphorylation, arsenate can substitute for phosphate in ATP synthesis in mitochondria [6, 43, 44] forming ADP-arsenate rather than ATP. ADParsenate is readily synthesized by mitochondria, and the K m and V max are roughly the same for incorporation of phosphate or arsenate into the trinucleotide. However, the first order rate constant for hydrolysis of ADP-arsenate by submitochondrial particles was determined to be about 70 minutes À1 compared with about 0.5 minutes À1 for ATP [6] . This suggests that organisms dependent on ADP-arsenate for energy would be very, very tired! Yet, these energetic considerations do not rule out the existence of arsenic life.
From the above discussion, it is clear that arsenicals can substitute for phosphorus compounds in many critical cellular biochemical and biosynthetic reactions, and should reasonably be expected to be incorporated into various cellular constituents. The use of arsenate or arsenite in these reactions is primarily adventitious, but both transporters and enzymes have evolved active sites that specifically recognize arsenate or arsenite for detoxification or incorporation into stable compounds. It is the lability of arsenate esters that limits the ability of earthly life to substitute arsenic for phosphorus -a critical dilemma of chemistry that would be problematical for living organisms to overcome.
Analysis of Wolfe-Simon et al.
The Wolfe-Simon et al. study [1] attempts to examine how a bacterial cell might tolerate high levels of arsenic, a frequent observation in the literature that has never been completely explained. In discussing their observations, we will often refer to figures and tables in their study (e.g. W-S Fig. 1B ) [1] .
The most compelling data presented are those shown in W-S Fig. 1B , where microscopic cell counts showed increasing cell numbers when either phosphate (ÀAs/þP cells) or arsenate (þAs/ÀP cells) was provided. Comparatively little growth was observed in the absence of either oxyanion (ÀAs/ÀP cells), indicating insufficient contaminating phosphate to support substantial growth. W-S Table  S1 of Supporting Information showed that this background phosphate did not substantially exceed $3 mM. The authors describe a 20-fold increase in cell number in the presence of arsenate, but W-S Fig. 1B does not support that description. Approximating from the graph, the initial cell count was $10 6 cells/mL, which increased to 2 Â 10 6 cells/mL in the ÀAs/ÀP culture, or one round of cell division. The þAs/ÀP culture increased to approximately 2 Â 10 7 cells/mL after 7-8 days. The ÀAs/ þ P culture increased to approximately 2 Â 10 One trivial explanation would be that the arsenate added to the growth medium contained sufficient phosphate for a few rounds of cell division. The authors do not identify the commercial source of the arsenate used in this study, nor do they show an analysis of the arsenate, but a 0.1% contamination of 40 mM arsenate with phosphate might be sufficient to allow for growth. If the cells were scavenging phosphate from the arsenate, it might explain why the cells grew better in 40 than 5 mM arsenate. Yet, the ICP-MS analysis given in W-S Table S1 of Supporting Information indicates that there is no more phosphate in the þAs/ÀP culture medium than in the ÀAs/ÀP culture medium, so perhaps we need to consider other alternatives.
The GFAJ-1 cells may have adopted phosphate-sparing reactions in response to phosphorus starvation. Synthesis of sulfolipids to spare phosphate in phospholipids is well documented. In some environmentally prominent bacteria such as Prochlorococcus that live under sustained phosphate-limiting stress conditions, sulfolipids appear to be the dominant membrane constituent regardless of how much phosphate is provided experimentally [45] . Bacillus subtilis degrades cell wall teichoic acid to recycle phosphate [46] and, in response to limiting phosphate, can replace phospholipids with sulfolipids [47] , as does Rhodobacter sphaeroides [48] . Thus, there is significant precedent to suggest that similar phosphate-sparing reactions might occur with the cell wall and membrane of the Gram positive Halomonas GFAJ-1. We also note, however, that the ÀAs/ÀP culture medium used in the Wolfe-Simon et al. experiments contained enough sulfate that this type of phosphate sparing activity might have been expected to occur in the absence of added phosphate or arsenate and thus cannot explain the arsenate effect per se. Another alternative is that the cells might be able to spare phosphate by substituting arsenic for phosphorus in biosynthetic and metabolic reactions. This need not be efficient but only sufficient for a few rounds of cell division. Phosphorus-rich macromolecules in the cell include DNA, RNA, and phospholipids. Of these, phospholipids are probably the easiest to replace. In W-S Table  2 , the authors show by 73 AsO À 4 labeling that 1-5% of the arsenic appears in the lipid fraction. Arsenolipids are well documented (vida supra) and potentially could partially replace phospholipids. This in turn could lead to reduced membrane integrity, which may have contributed to the cell swelling observed in W-S Fig. 1C . The authors show (W-S Fig. 1A ) that light scattering also increases, but the differential between cells grown in þAs/ÀP medium versus ÀAs/þP medium is only about 0.17-0.25 OD units compared with the 10-fold difference in cell number observed in W-S Fig. 1B . The time course of light scattering increase with ÀAs/þP medium corresponds to the increase in cell number, but the time course in þAs/ ÀP medium is much slower, such that the increase in culture optical density (i.e. swelling) continues for many days after cell division ceases. The scanning electron micrograph image (W-S Fig. 1E ) and the increasing optical density (W-S Fig. 1A ) are consistent with each other and indicate that the cells are experiencing some sort of abnormal growth or stress. This may derive from arsenicassociated production of reactive oxygen species and heat shock induction [49] . Heat shock related responses have also been associated with phosphate starvation [50] . The cells in the transmission electron micrograph have large inclusions. Bacteria generally do not have vacuoles, but they do store carbon in the form of poly-b-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) granules, which accumulate to high levels when carbon is abundant but some other macronutrient is lacking [51, 52] , in this instance phosphorus. Consistent with the authors' suggestion, cell swelling has also been correlated with PHB accumulation in Alcaligenes eutrophus [51, 52] .
RNA undergoes rapid and continual turnover and thus is another potential rich intracellular source of phosphate. GFAJ-1 growing in ÀAs/þP medium has a large pool of ribosomal RNA, as expected and as evidenced by the heavily staining lower bands in W-S Fig. 2A , lane 3. The lack of visible rRNA in the þAs/ÀP cells (W-S Fig. 2A, lane 2) is particularly revealing. If the cells were growing normally and not in death phase, the ribosomal 23S and 16S RNAs should have been robustly evident regardless of growth stage [53] ; at a minimum, cellular rRNA content should at least equal DNA content, and thus if DNA is visible in the agarose gel then rRNA should be as well. Horiuchi et al. showed that phosphate-starved E. coli degraded RNA, presumably as a phosphate-sparing attempt [54] . Thus the conspicuous absence of rRNA in þAs/ ÀP GFAJ-1 would not be inconsistent with the idea that the cells were recycling RNA phosphorus for DNA synthesis. In combination with the phosphate-sparing effect of incorporating arsenate into membrane lipids, cannibalizing RNA phosphorus in GFAJ-1 could provide the cells with enough phosphate to carry out three cell divisions if the phosphorus was primarily directed to DNA replication. This would be a short term survival strategy, and would soon become fatal as the cells eventually lose the ability to synthesize protein for lack of mRNA templates and ribosomes. How might this explain arsenate-associated growth in the WolfeSimon et al. study? In control cells, resynthesis of phosphate-containing molecules would re-use phosphate to rebuild molecules degraded as part of normal turnover or in biosynthetic reactions geared toward cell division. When arsenate is available as an abundant substrate replacement, albeit temporarily, phosphate could potentially be diverted. This pool of diverted phosphate could eventually (7-8 days) be used in biosynthetic reactions that are essential for cell division and for which there can be no replacement, either short term or long term (e.g. DNA synthesis). This scenario would support the concept that for some reactions and cell components arsenic can, at least temporarily, replace phosphorus (perhaps in futile cycles), and is consistent with the literature reviewed above.
The arsenic content in the DNA of þAs/ÀP GFAJ-1 is a critical measure for assessing the replacement of phosphorus by arsenic. Wolfe-Simon et al.
analyzed this using ICP-MS, NanoSIMS and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). The ICP-MS assessment is complicated since the culture treatments cannot be normalized to facilitate accurate comparison. It is also worth noting that the nucleic acid preparation was not washed with 70% ethanol, which is used to remove salts that co-precipitate with nucleic acids. Therefore, it is possible that the arsenic found with the purified DNA was an artifact of preparation. To support their theory, the authors used XAS to assess the neighboring atoms of the arsenic. They demonstrated that the first neighbor shell around arsenic in the þAs/ÀP cells consisted of four oxygen ligands, i.e. arsenate or an arsenate ester. The second shell atoms were not unambiguously identified, but the authors suggest that the results are consistent with the As-O-C bonds found in the DNA backbone. However, extreme caution should be taken when assigning long range structure from XAS data since free arsenate adventitiously carried but bound in an ordered manner to DNA could show similar long range structure. This could also account for the results presented In the NanoSIMS analyses of agarose gel slices, there was ''significant uncertainty'' in the determination of phosphorus and arsenic in the gel slices. Presumably carbon from the agarose could also confuse normalization, and so it is difficult to make relative comparisons between the samples. Regardless of the technical issues in these analyses, as well as those elsewhere in the study, we suggest that the arsenic to phosphorus ratios in both types of analyses are too low to support the premise that arsenic was stably incorporated into DNA. After three cell divisions, arsenic should have significantly dominated phosphorus in the DNA. This was not the case and in all assays the phosphorus content of the DNA decreased 55-to >100-fold in the þAs/ÀP cells compared to ÀAs/þP cells (e.g. aqueous DNA extracts, phenol fraction). In contrast, the arsenic content actually decreased (aqueous DNA extracts) or increased only marginally (phenol fraction). It is conceivable that GFAJ-1 cells attempted to incorporate .....I nsights & Perspectives B. P. Rosen et al.
arsenate into nucleotides prior to DNA replication or repair. However, the instability of the arsenate ester backbone would result in spontaneous cleavage of the DNA, as perhaps suggested by the faster electrophoretic mobility of DNA from the þAs/ÀP cells. The DNA standards were not identified, but the DNA from þAs/ÀP cells (W-S Fig. 2A ) appeared to be of lower molecular weight compared to ÀAs/þP cells, consistent with the possibility that spontaneous hydrolysis of incorporate arsenylated nucleotides resulted in the equivalent of DNA nicking, yielding smaller DNA fragments.
In summary, we have highlighted aspects of the chemistry and biology of arsenic that are compatible with arsenic substitution for phosphate in living organisms. The literature supports this, with much of the biochemistry being similar for phosphates or arsenates. It is primarily the extremely rapid rate of spontaneous hydrolysis of arsenate esters that would make small molecules such as sugar arsenates unstable and arsenate DNA or RNA rapidly fall apart. Consequently, the latter consideration indicates that arsenate life seems unlikely. However, we draw attention to the fact that there are really no positive data that directly challenge the general conclusion drawn by WolfeSimon et al. Our efforts here were aimed primarily at providing an objective assessment of the data and the concept of arsenic replacing phosphorus, in some cases offering alternative explanations for, and interpretations of, their data.
